
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

NACHWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN (POST CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

10 MOGLICHKEITEN SILVESTERFEST WIE EIN DEUTSCHER ZU FEIERN 
(TEN WAYS TO CELEBRATE NEW YEARS LIKE A GERMAN) 

From picking out gummy bears to pouring lead, melting cheese, and "poking" a Bible, the 
Germans have their fair share of New Year customs. 

I raditi) 'al :t-.c\ • -~ Celeb1at101.:s in Germany 

People in Germany intently abide with their customs and traditions while celebrating New Year. There are many 
such traditions, with few of them being immensely popular among German people. One such tradition is of 
foretelling the future of the coming year, which is called as 'Bleigiessen'. It is performed by falling molten lead in cold 
water. The shape then formed in the water is considered as the basis of the predictions made for the future of a 
person. For instance, a heart or ring shaped formation suggests wedding, a ship shaped formation suggests 
journey or travelling, a pig shaped formation suggests abundance of food, etc. 

In Germany, there is a major following for the tradition of leaving a bit of the New Year's Eve food till the midnight, till 
the time New Year arrives. There is a traditional belief that doing so confers plenty of food for the entire coming 
year. Also, a dish of carp or herring (special dish of fish) , and carrots and cabbage on the platter, along with 
champagne raised for a toast on New Year's Eve is considered to be bring financial stability for the coming year. 
Also, people share meat and cheese with close friends and family members over the feast. Also, lentil soup with 
wieners is another popular dish for the evening, which is prepared few days ago before the big day. 

I) Krach machen - Make some noise! The New Year is seen in (and the old year seen out) with lots of noise in 
Germany Berlin in particular is famous for its disregard for health and safety with fireworks and bangers coming 
at) ou from all sides. Traditional the noise would have come from drums and maracas. - ------ --- -

2) Pour some lead - BleigieBen in German involves heating some lead and pouring. the melted contents into cold 
water. The shape the lead fonns will tell you what might happen in the New Year. A cross. for example could 

signif) death. - ----


